
HOW TO BUY

FIRSTNET DEVICES

Key steps for product selection, 
purchasing and implementation



Introduction
Communications technology is finally catching up to the needs and the demands 
of emergency services. 

The First Responder Network (FirstNet), built with AT&T, has the solution. It’s all 
about priority, coverage and interoperability. FirstNet is an independent authority 
within the U.S. Department of Commerce, authorized by Congress in 2012, to 
develop, build and operate a nationwide, broadband network designed specifically 
for emergency services. Its focus is on providing, enabling and progressing 
effective communication links both internally and externally between dispatch/
communications centers and first responders.

While much of its drive has been gained from the spotlight surrounding natural 
disasters, large-crowd events and the limitations of rural communications 
systems, FirstNet is also driven to solve the infrastructure challenges of day-
to-day communications for all emergency services, regardless of their location. 
Emergency services shouldn’t have to compete with the rest of the population to 
talk on the phone, share information or gather information via data streaming.

Nancy Perry, Police1 Editor-in-Chief

REMINDER: Every department is subject to local or state purchasing rules. Make 
sure to understand and follow the procurement process for your department and take 
advantage of services provided by your city or county purchasing department. 
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Changing platforms can be a big deal ... we all get it.

A new communications carrier often equates to new devices, but in reality, this is all 
that is physically noticed by the end-user – your responders. Operationally, however, 
joining the FirstNet network of responders places your agency into a class of its own, 
separate from the general population, yet combined with other local, regional and 
national emergency services.

Take a look at your current talk/text and data communications provider. Except for 
some possible “first responder” discounts, are you operating with the same service 
plan that is offered to the general public, or any standard community business? Do 
you have speed or connectivity issues, dropped coverage? Do you have a need for 
linked devices, interoperability with local resources?

With FirstNet, LE and other first responders have communications priority, with no 
private or commercial traffic; no interruptions, just emergency traffic.

Following are several things to consider when your 
department is purchasing FirstNet devices:

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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Across jurisdictions, in rural environments and in crowded cities, 
communications are a key element driving the safety and operations of 
any emergency services system.

All too often, silos exist within the emergency response community, 
and in many instances, communications are at fault. In order to build 
a system, communications barriers need to be removed and seamless 
interoperability needs to exist.

Automatic aid, mutual aid and disaster response operations have 
changed the playing field when it comes to emergency response 
needs and capabilities. As such, the only way that we can get all of 
the necessary components of an incident to come together – the 
necessary components of a unified command structure – is through 
effective communications.

This means that all agencies need to be connected; interoperable. 
Command staff can’t function by holding onto three radios and 
scanning through seven channels; and the SWAT coordinator needs 
eyes on the scene and not on a radio.

When you step back into your daily operations and look at your agency 
or regional communications plan, how does what you subscribe to 
today play into it? Are you already functioning on a platform that offers 
interoperable links? Or, are you functioning within a silo, isolated from 
your neighbors?

Considering the changing dynamics surrounding the types of incidents 
that we respond to – ones that require communications across public 
safety jurisdictions – how effective have your communications been 
in the past? How effective would you like them to be in the future? 
Considering a FirstNet upgrade may offer your agency more than just a 
boost in its network capabilities.

Effective communications

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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When law enforcement officers, EMS providers or firefighters are on 
a critical mission, they need priority. FirstNet offers priority with the 
capacity to support it.

When large community concerts, festivals and sporting events return, 
thousands of people crowding into an isolated area, all trying to 
make phone calls, send texts, post on social media. The airwaves are 
bombarded with requests for data use and information sharing. If your 
agency or system is using the same platform as the general public, 
then you’re fighting for the same bandwidth; the same air space. Calls 
may not be connected. Data may become obstructed. Information may 
not be obtained. 

As a solution, FirstNet puts responders onto a different level when 
it comes to both radio frequency and priority status. Your phone; 
your device, has priority over the general public because it’s using a 
different bandwidth; a different platform to communicate. Better yet, 
only other emergency responders are on this same platform; there’s no 
competition from the general public or local businesses; just those who 
need priority communications.

Priority and capacity

The possibility of a ‘may’ or ‘may not’ isn’t an 
acceptable option in public safety.

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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Devices for your industry
Technology has certainly infiltrated the public safety industry as a whole and 
has forever changed its landscape. This has resulted in a profound opportunity 
for growth, support and connectivity both within and across borders.

With all of the available options on the market, how can FirstNet provide the 
solutions that we need, and not just become another alternative?

 ꞏ Mobile router. This is where data starts and stops. Routers and modems 
convert cellular signals into data access. With a FirstNet-supported router, 
your priority-focused cellular network transitions into a priority-focused 
network for your officers and command staff. From here, all of their mobile 
devices become connected (and secured).

 ꞏ Cellular phones. When you think about connectivity, cellular phones are a 
natural starting point. FirstNet-connected phones come with plans that not 
only put your device on a priority network, but also on one with unlimited 
data use options as well. Additionally, AT&T’s options on the FirstNet 
platform provide you with the same device names and brands that your 
officers already are familiar with.

 ꞏ Laptop computers. Everything from computer-aided dispatch software, 
pre-plan documents and report writing software are housed on computers. 
So, why not make them accessible on the go? Disconnecting your laptop 
from its docking station shouldn’t cause a disruption in operations; it should 
provide an opportunity for your personnel to become mobile. Connecting 
your laptop to your mobile router now makes it prioritized – rather than 
relying on unsecured Wi-Fi networks throughout your community.

 ꞏ Tablets. If a laptop is too bulky for what you need to accomplish, then a 
tablet might be the perfect alternative. FirstNet tablets offer cellphone-like 
familiarity, just with a bigger screen. CAD, forensic software, mug shots, shot 
spotter, city and building maps all can be supported on your FirstNet tablet.

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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  Linking devices 

Part of the big picture plan of the FirstNet network is to link all your 
devices and applications together onto a priority-focused platform.

Combining priority communications that are linked without borders, 
FirstNet solutions are being examined, developed and integrated 
into the emergency services arena. This will provide seamless 
communications between the smartphone in your officers’ hands, 
the communications system that your dispatchers utilize, your patrol 
car data terminal, and any other electronic device that you utilize 
throughout your incident or daily operations. One unified, linked, 
network, for all of your devices.

When it comes to data sharing – voice, text, images and video – there’s 
no need for a data plan with one provider, a calling plan with another 
and a communications system that is completely separate from the 
key players with your organization.

As a decision maker within your agency, this makes purchasing 
simplified and unified. Contracts are built specifically for our industry. 
Plans are designed to meet our needs, not the needs of every 
household and business.

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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 Supported apps
New apps are being developed, current apps are being integrated, and 
a pool of resources are being gathered to enable your department to 
run smoothly, efficiently and safely. Whether it’s via your cellular phone, 
tablet, laptop, in-vehicle router or application, FirstNet is focused on 
keeping you linked, regardless of where you operate.

What apps and data do your officers, detectives, SWAT and forensics 
experts utilize travelling to the scene, on the scene and in transport? With 
the right CAD software, responding officers know who will be backing 
them up and where they can properly place themselves for a safer 
response. In-vehicle, body-worn camera, robot and drone video all can be 
sent to command staff in real time to help with strategic decision making.

If an app doesn’t already exist, rest assured that FirstNet is working in the 
background to develop it. If it’s already in operation, FirstNet can ensure 
that it’s supported by their network; that it has the same priority for data 
usage, free-flowing communications and information sharing as your 
phone calls do.

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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 Connecting your fleet
Whether your agency supports an expanded arsenal of double-digit patrol 
cars and other support vehicles, or a smaller fleet of a few patrol units, 
fleet management and over-the-road connectivity is an absolute must for 
any traveling workforce. Supported by universal application in passenger 
cars and light and heavy-duty trucks, FirstNet-supported Bluetooth 
and wireless connectivity can keep your team in tune with its fleet and 
connected to its traveling workforce.

 ꞏ Connectivity. Connection gateways, mobile hotspots, high-power 
modem antennas and vehicle-designed routers can keep your 
vehicles – and workforce – connected to all of their necessary 
programs and platforms as they travel around your community.

 ꞏ Safety. G-force monitoring for crash and erratic driving detection, 
accelerator monitoring capabilities, and driver behavior reports can 
promote a safer – more responsible – driving workforce.

 ꞏ Readiness. Engine and battery health assessments function to 
keep mechanical teams in-tune with vehicle readiness as a part of 
your preventative maintenance and active repair programs.

 ꞏ Navigation. GPS technology allows for vehicle tracking over short 
and long distances, which promotes both security and efficiency as 
traveling routes can be monitored in the event that re-direction or 
retrieval become necessary.

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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 Forensics and data sharing 
capabilities

After an accident or crime scene is secured, detectives and forensic 
examiners need to come in to figure out what happened and who did it. 
Several companies offer tablet-based forensic software, which allows laser-
based scene maps to be integrated with GIS-stamped photos and video 
taken at the scene. Add the latest drone-based mapping technology, and a 
3D map of the scene can be preserved for future investigation.

Most CAD systems can download an address along with other 
information to the screen in the car. Now add geo-fencing capability 
that uses “virtual walls” to automatically pop information onto the 
screen as the officer travels through specific locations. This can include 
known drug hangouts or the location of a sex offender, or perhaps flag 
an area where police cars have taken fire in the past week.

Geo-fencing also could help with personnel safety and incident 
management by logging when personnel arrive and leave the command 
post, and automatically switching their radios to the tactical channel, letting 
officers concentrate on the mission and not the overhead. With compatible 
systems, even mutual aid events could be more easily managed.

If officers or deputies are on scene with an injured or drug-influenced 
subject they need to question and it isn’t safe for the paramedics to enter 
the scene, a video call can make one available via cellular phone or tablet. 
The same is true for a multiple-scene incident – officers can communicate 
and share what they are seeing to help them close the case with less in-
person contact.

As you consider your transition toward FirstNet, put your agency into a 
position of considering what your current communications wants and 
needs are. Where is your agency heading in the future? What technological 
devices and communications networks will be able to get you there?

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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Unlimited data and security
Where does your agency sit with its data usage? Is your agency just 
at the teetering size where it jumps back and forth between one data 
plan and another each month? Or, is it large enough that it simply can’t 
afford multiple high-data plans anymore?

There’s no need to keep your cellular phones, tablets and mobile data 
terminals on separate networks. FirstNet can combine all of them onto 
one plan, one network, with an unlimited data sharing option.

Whether your agency is looking for unlimited data or a more public 
safety-oriented data usage plan, FirstNet built with AT&T is on your side 
to get you connected. Connection is available on a 4G LTE network, 
and expansion is in the works for 5G connectivity. This currently 
includes VPN (virtual private network) access, which secures your 
communications both between devices and outside users.

When it comes to storage, cloud-based storage options add to the 
unlimited plan options available on the FirstNet secure network and 
come with the security that you need with a mobile carrier. Connection 
through your mobile router, via your cellular phone, and throughout 
your entire network is provided with the encryption security that CJIS 
compliance requires.

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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To ensure a successful rollout of any new products, you need to have several 
pieces in place. Here are some of the top implementation considerations.

Making the switch to the FirstNet communications network is a big 
decision. There are a lot of considerations and needs to account for.

Your decision to join FirstNet is more than just a commitment toward 
a cellular carrier. it’s a commitment toward an entire system, network 
and public safety communications movement.

Aside from any other network provider, what makes FirstNet stand out the 
most are its options for connectivity, capacity and priority. Making this sell 
to your community leaders, stakeholders, staff members and end-users is 
made easier when you consider all that FirstNet has to offer.

It is unique, advanced, progressive and smart. FirstNet gives your 
agency and your communications priority. That’s what we want and 
what you’re ultimately looking for. That’s where both agency and 
system buy-in come into play.

Considering the level of service, security and priority that your 
communications receive through FirstNet makes it a clear and concise 
choice for your business and your investment. Once your stakeholders 
and end-users see these benefits in action, you’re likely to receive the 
validation that you’ve been looking for in a communications vendor 
… a communications partner.

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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Sparse network and communications coverage may affect your agency 
now, so it’s imperative that you seek the resolution and assurance 
that you need as you move forward with your FirstNet transition. 
Communicating with your FirstNet Authority and AT&T partners as you 
make a switch will provide you with the most clarity and insight that you 
need to rest assured that your move is the best option for your agency.

When you get the opportunity to talk with your FirstNet/device vendor, 
keep the prior considerations in your mind and seek clarity through 
asking these follow-up questions.

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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Your department is sure to have other important questions.Tell the 
vendor which questions you’d like answered in writing and then forward 
those responses to the people involved in the purchase.

• What does coverage look like in my area? How has it 
improved with the expansion of your network? What 
coverage improvements are planned? 

• Which cellular phones, tablets and device options are 
available with your service plans?

• Can our current devices be integrated into your network 
connection?

• What is the benefit of utilizing a FirstNet mobile router, versus 
relying on community Wi-Fi connections? How will utilizing a 
mobile router improve our data connection and reliability?

• Which devices should we add into our current operations? 
Which devices will enhance how we currently operate?

• How will communications work or compare with non-
FirstNet users?

• Where else can we integrate FirstNet into our 
communications infrastructure?

• Which FirstNet-supported apps should we incorporate 
into our operations? Are our current apps and software 
platforms already supported by FirstNet?

• Are there any current local subscribers to FirstNet? Do you 
have any referral contacts?

• What are your data plan options? Would we benefit best 
from an unlimited data plan or another option?

https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firstnet-products-service/
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https://go.lexipol.com/?target=lnk_D3w4eoSimFEg5A4Z
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